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--- DX CALENDAR ---

EST

Nov. 30 KTT$ 1400 Springfield, Missouri 250 test 1:00-1:30 A.M.
Dec. 1 KCOM 620 Sioux City, Iowa 1000 NRC 1:00-3:00

1* WTTM 920 Trenton, New Jersey 1000 NRC 3:00-3:30

1* KIEV 870 Glendale, California 250 test 3:00-4:00

4* KVCV 600 Redding, California 1000 NRC 3:30-4:00

7 WCPA 1100 Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 250 test 4:00-5:00

10 KOWL 1580 Santa Monica, California 5000 test 3:00-4:30

10 WNEI 1310 Warren, Pennsylvania 1000 test 4:30-6:00

11 KWKY 1430 Pasadena, California 1000 test 4:00-5:00

11* KDET 930 Center, Texas 1000 TEST 4:00-4:30

11* WWPP 800 Palatka, Florida 250 TEST 4:30-5:00

12 KANA 1230 Anchorage, Montana 250 NRC 2:00-2:45

12 KXLL 1450 Missoula, Montana 250 NRC 2:15-3:00

12 KGKX 1480 Sydney, Montana 1000 NRC 2:15-3:15

12 KIYI 1230 Shelby, Montana 250 NRC 3:30-4:15

12 KOPR 550 Butte, Montana 1000 NRC 3:45-4:30

12 KAVR 1240 Havre, Montana 250 NRC 4:00-4:45

19* HJDK 770 Medford, Columbia, South Carolina 10Kw NRC 4:00-5:00

19* WJDB 6145 Medford, Columbia, South Carolina 10Kw NRC 4:00-5:00

26* WHRG 1590 Hornell, New York 1000 TEST 3:45-4:45

28 KICK 1340 Springfield, Missouri 250 NRC 2:00-4:00

Jan. 14 WKRS 1220 Waukegan, Illinois 1000 TEST 4:00-4:30

* Asterisk indicates program counts as bonus points in NRC Contest.

"WRITE UPS"

WTTM-Trenton, N.J. Thru the kind cooperation of Mr. Theo. P.
Dec. 1 3-3:30 Thru the kind cooperation of Mr. Theo. P.
Theo. P. Kilmer he CE of WTTM, this station will be on
Kilmer-CE for the NRC on Thursday AM Dec. 1. The first 15
920 Kc.

Minutes will constitute the regular WTTM
Monthly frequency monitor schedule. This will be followed by a few
recorded selections dedicated to the membership of the NRC.
Reception reports should be directed to the attention of Mr. Kilmer
and sent to WTTM-Trenton Broadcasting Corp., 541 East State Street,
Trenton, New Jersey. Arranged by Robert Gorsuch.

KVCV-Redding, California. Quote "We will be happy to put on a
Dec. 4 3:30-4:00 Special DX Program for the members of the
Fred M. Stuelpenagle-Manager NRC and will follow your suggestions and
600 Kc.

on Sunday AM Dec. 4th. We will make verifications for those who wish
them. Mr. Vince Lamber one of our best Disc jockeys will be in charge."
Fellows this is KVCV's first DX since moving to his new frequency

and added power so since he should be in the clear, we should have no
trouble in adding this swell 1000 Watter to our Log. Arranged by

KCOM 600 Kc. Sioux City, Iowa Reports to A.H. Smith-Chief Engineer.

KIEV 870 Kc. Glendale, California Reports to Vern Shuman-Chief Engineer.
With relative to a possible Special DX Program from KMON, Engineering has made the following recommendation. Since we would have to stay directional for a regular program, it would be impossible for a very large part of the country to pick us up on a DX Program. Engineering also recommends that you publicize our regular frequency check schedule which are non-directional. They are the third Thurs. of each month from 3:15 to 3:30 AM EST. Thank you for your interest.

Signed Jon Duffy--Program Director.

Earl Addison--Marcus, Iowa P.0. Box 158

Up to the 22nd of Nov. I have heard 20 new stations and reported same but have received only 12 as so far it is below par. New ones heard in Nov. KSNY-1260Kc, Snyder, Texas-ET on Nov. 6th. Same AM heard the nice Tests from WWBC and WKNA. By far WWBC was the best. WKNA hrd only first 12 minutes and then faded out. WWBC was audible entire 30 minutes. Nov. 7th- WLD-1490Kc, Cleveland, Miss. on first ET. Same AM WWBC on FC on 1340Kc. KSDO on reg. til 4:00 AM EST on 1510Kc. Daytime report out to WWBC-980Kc, Minneapolis, Minn. Nov. 8th-WBML-1240Kc. over WEDC on FC. WJN-970Kc on Test and WIOD on short test with no sign of WIP. Nov. 9th-Election returns and heard WSFR-1270Kc, Springfield, Mass. Also WSFL-1600Kc. Springfield, Mass. on ET. Nov. 16. WWFO-900Kc. Fremont, Ohio on ET. Nov. 17th WRJW-1320Kc. Picayuna, Miss. on ET. On the 21st WREI-1450Kc. Lexington, Va. on FC as Listed and almost all the Colorado Specials heard. KRDO had a swell program. KCHA-1580Kc. on Second ET and asking for reports. He will be local here. Veris in from WHOD-KCNI-WACO-WJCD-KLNM-KSNY-WKNA-WLD-WWBC-KSBO-WPSR and WJN. WACO is for last March DX. One followup brought the veris.

****

Leo Herz-720 Barry Ave Chicago 14, Ill.

On Vacation in Marcus, Iowa in the land of DX. Before leaving Chicago veris #736 and 797 received were WGGH and WRL. Really was glad that I logged and verified WFTW since I was told he has been deleted. Had a letter from Bob Gorsuch that my report on the KWCR DX was OK and will have my veris when I arrive home. Have DXed here on Eldon's SX42. He uses his SX28A. On Nov. 20th heard and reported KQOL-WGBA-KMAC-KWTH-KXIO-PKDM-KDSX-KFRC-KHBO-Nov. 21st: WLOK-WRJW-KRDO-KCHA-KCBO-KOBE-WWYO-KIUP-KUBC-KIUSD-KFGO-KASI-KJSK-KSUN-KYRN and KPRS. Early AM of the 22nd found conditions very bad so only KWRC heard for report. During daytime have heard KFGT and KORN in Mitchell, S. D. (And not the kind they grow here in Iowa) More in my next reports and should have some veris to report when I type out my report to Lefty next Sunday from Chicago. Wish that the above catches could count in the Contest but they don't. This is a DXers Paradise here. Best wishes to all.

Attention: Contest Manager Ray Edge has informed me that according to Rules of the Contest 15 minute FC Programs do NOT count. so the WATT DX FC on Oct. 29 and on Nov. 29 do not count. However all programs over 15 minutes do. All those listed in the DX Calendar such as those marked TEST count since they are by a NRO CPC member. Those with small test do not as they are sent in by another Club. Please pass the info on the two swell DXers from HJDK and HJDE on Dec. 19th around. We would like them to receive lots of reports.
November 26 1949    TIPS & LPO REPORTS

SID ROSENBAUM-806 Market St-Wheeling, W Va. The steel strike settlement
will limit listening periods to days off and when working 3-11 shift.
Burn out a power transformer on my pet receiver and pinch hitting with
a National NC-33 and a KCA K/7. Nov 13 WDKA on their morning show announced
as 0230-0555; KOKX-DX thru heavy QRM; WIFL was a blank here on their
DX; Their section usually a "natural" for reception here, so I don't think
they were on. WPAX on ET 0200-0500 offering 5 lbs of pecans for most distant
report. Nov 15 WAKR FC(TI) 0415-0430; WHRV with alinite Community
Chester program; WPAX DX; WAGA 0545 with Rise & Shine; WBOC on top off
690 kc at 6PM and CHVC topping 1600 kc nearly all week at twilight. Nov 16
WCAZ F/C (TI) 0530-0545; Nov 17 CHEX s/on; WAGA "Cowbell Club" at 0500;
WJOI s/on, WBOB s/on at 0555 and KAKE reg 6PM on 1570 kc; Nov 18 WERD on
ET; WCON reg; WNAP s/off at 0530; WKID s/off at 0545 to ret at 0800. On
Nov 19 WHKX s/on at 0600 and WHIM s/on at 0600; Nov 20 KVOB reg all AM
Sunday programs; Nov 21 was a flop here as far as DX-TESTS were concerned,
but picked up 2 I have wanted for some time. KHJ-1410 kc Bakersfield
in clear from 0230-0300 s/off and a 15 minute portion of KHNO on
1240 kcs San Bernardiino F/C with music. KKIN s/off at 0300 an 6-7 and
KHON reg; KIUP DX and a slight portion of KUBC at 0435 and WDSR on their
reg DX program. Veries in are letters from WHIT-WCLO-WBEX-WNAW-WSPR-WEAR
KHJ-KANE-KOKX and 2 former hold outs KVLC-KELD. Swell Khon letter. Cards
from WJNO and KHOF. WHIT verie says in part "We have on file application
for 1 kw on a different freq. The verie signer Bob Coodington says he was
a former Staff Engineer with WPIT to Sept 1949. This winds up a rather
busy week. Glad to see Ralph Johanss back in circulation in "Musings"

ERNEST R COOPER-438 E 21st St-Brooklyn 26; N Y Verie in from WIBK-WKAX
WGGH to bring my total to 1821. WIBK's letter-head while very attractive
is odd none the less, in that the name of their city is not included. I
wish a few more delinquents would come in. Not much DXing done here since
the last issue, but I was up Sunday 11/20 and added one new one on WRJW
1320 kcs Picayune, Miss on 3rd ET, thanks to a tip from Bernie Duffy, who
heard them 11/18. Reception very bad-Northern Lights must have been cutting up
for nothing west of Chicago could be heard and WCFL sounded like
it might be in Hawaii. WCLO was on top of 1400 kcs till 3 AM s/off with
their weekly request show. The evening of 11/19 found 2 Spanish speaking
stations on 830 kcs, one was CMBZ with baseball game and the other I
could not identify. It could have been LR-5. CMBZ was louder than I have
ever heard them. To Sully Sullivan-how's the progress on WWJW's 5 kw rig
coming along? To Pop Edge A big, hearty Thank You for taking over this
issue so that I might devote the week to the play "You Can't Take It With You"
at our bank. So, from one "Grand-Pa" to another, thanks a pile and
good DX to all.

CARROLL, SETH-228 W 22nd St-Erie, Penn. Bringing my books up to date for
another season I found 94 stations verified in 16 countries since 1935.
This gives the boys who call me the convention DXer a good argument. New
comers to our hobby can see by these figures the fact that over a period
of years a sporadic listener can hear much of the DX-there comes a night
when a 6 tube radio in mid-town apartment with a poor skywire set up will
pull in some really delux stuff. This is the time to grab that pencil and
get a report. My 82 year old land-lord, a stubborn soul these past 6 years
has consented to an area, finally. So I now have 3. He supervised erection
of a 70 ft inverted "L" out of his sight, way up on the roof is a
15 ft vertical. Sneaking along the windows, coiled around a drain pipe is
a neater arrangement of Seth's Scrambled Sky-Wire. DX to date, one clear
station break on KWIN special at 4:50 thru WEDC; 11/6 at 0330 carrier on
660 kc; you know who. WFEC DX weak here; WNAW fair; both bothered by local
QRM. 11/10 KPOA at 0330. This QRM is usually present, sounds like a loud
continued on next page
CARROLL SETH Cont buzzing, never found the cause but it could cramp my contest aspirations. But win or flounder, some morning I'll pull my brother out of bed and we'll cheer in unison over the catch which makes a season profitable for most bedeviled DXer.

DONALD L FREY-3511 N Halsted-Chicago 13, Ill Hi gang, before I start this report I want to tell you of the odd thing that happened to me the other AM. You know my brother is president of a big dairy and he often says all I am owed to udders "Well we went out to the barn the other morning and it was so muddy in the barn that they had to jack up the cows to milk them. My Paw works there and when he came out to greet us I saw he looked pale and I told him. "Pale nothing" he said. I just finished milking. Bessie's getting old and I can't aim straight. Anyway I was milking this cow, a terrific storm came up and blew the barn and cow away, there I was holding the bag. 11/13 KWWCH test 208-235; CMCF reg sked 625-636; WJHL S/on 6:45; WIBK F/C 451-459; KUOA reg sked 656-713; WGBF reg sked 7:14-729; 11/14 WAOB FC T-M 250-302; KFWB reg sked 307-315; WDLN F/C 313-329; WARC reg sked 403-416; ChML reg sked 502-516; 11/15 KPET F/C IT 305-320; WNOR reg sked 402-415; WFAK-DX test M V 417-440; 11/16 WKAM F/C TT 243-258; WVOH reg sked 316-338; 11/17 WJZM F/C TT 110-116; WCPO reg sked 300-309; 11/18 WCOB reg sked 12-29-1246; CKRC reg sked 100-105 s/off; KVOD reg sked 100-149; KLAR reg sked 146-200 & F/C M 300-306; CKCK reg sked 200-200-30 s/off; KNG9 reg sked 200-254; received the following verifications which brings my totals up, logged 262, verifications at 178. 11/14 Letters from WDDB-WLWU-WJGD and card from WSSA. 11/15 Letters from WGGH and one from Pres of WEOL and one from Mgr. 11/16 Letters from KWWC-WRGO-KCTX; 11/17 Letters from WYUO-OMNB-WKAX and WGTW sent my report back marked verified and signed by CE. Have heard Derek that some of you boys have sent them re-writes but I am not going to bother with that. If the CE or station is so hard up that they can't use their letter heads to send out letters of verification unless you write them letter after letter why I feel it would be a waste of time. I am going to keep what they send me and let it go at that. 11/18 Letters from WIBK-KFSD with one of KFSD verify stamps and card from KGO. This morning the 19th I logged KROD on F/C TT 300-315, they are not on the F/C list.

LEN KRUSE-817 Wilson Ave-Dubuque, Ia. Rpts to stations during their reg skedcof broadcasting I have found bring more prompt and generally a nicer verification, hec during post week were several examples of veri's from stations during their reg sked. KSOK writes the Mgr "We are amazed at your reception of KSOK during our reg sked, but you logged us correctly" so that established the fact WCBN's veri's states "We were very pleased to receive your report from Dubuque, Ia as it is the first we have received from any point west of Michigan during our reg operation." KIIE says This is the best report we have had of coverage on our reg sked and are somewhat amazed among other verifications letter heads in during the week are from WJCD-WGGH-KFSD-KGLY-WOHJ-KOBE. My late DXing included adding WPAL 730 ke Charleston, S C with 3rd cross TUES F/C 2:30-240 on 11.15. reg sked 11/16 added KGB 1360 San Diego and also KEEN 1370 San Jose both between 2-30-3; station WJBF 1230 Augustas Ga added with 3rd WED F/C 2:45-3. On 11/16; Same date with F/C WCDT 1340 Winchester Tenn from 3:30-3:45. Incidentally WCDT mentioned Sid "osenbaums rpt of last months F/C. The reg sked of KGGL 1480 Safford Ari added on 11/17 from L15 1:30 and then WOSU 820 Columbus, Ohio added late afternoon of 11/18 from 5:30-5:45 PM with QR from WaIT. The ET of WHJW 1320 Pinecraft, Miss added to the log on 11/19 4:45-5:30 AM. Did you know there is but one 200 watt station in operation in the U.S. namely its KGFX 650 kcs in Pierre, S Dak. To all you lads that I owe letters, please pardon the delay, just too much 1947 Olds and I guess a little laziness. Will get there soon. Pop Edge.
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JACK D RHEA-710 So. Hampton-Springfield 4, Mo. Weather conditions have knocked DX here. However have gotten in 2 nights since last report. On 11/16 hrd the s/on of WPEC (Miami) DX for Club and when I say s/on I mean that's all. I lost them in a fade and couldn't pull them back in. 11/13 was the next morning and I heard WPAX Thomasville, Ga on 1240 kc on with a show, alnighter now? and asking for rpts. Logged here at 2:25 offering $5.00 to reporter from greatest distance. KOIX Keokuk, Ia heard 3:03-3:30 with NNRC DX and infrequent station identifications—good disc jockey. tho. KWCZ Cedar Rapids hrd on NNRC DX 2:08-2:25. Earlier in the morning I heard KNAC San Antonio on 630 kcs for first time (have them on 1240 kcs) and I think I heard WLLL ET on 1600 from 1:15-1:30. Not sure, tho—but reported anyway. Anyone know if they were on? As for WILI Hammond, La 730—what happened? Thought they were to DX for NRC? (They were Jack, but if they were not, it was probably due to last minute cancellation or some other thing came up too late to notify anyone) I was on 730 kcs at 3:30 and at 3:31 heard the first of 2 selections. I copied them and sent titles to WILI, just in case—but heard no identification and am not sure it was their signal. Also on 11/13 heard the new KNEV Nevada, Mo for 2nd time. This time on F/C from 2:20-2:30 using tone and breaking every 5 minutes. Sent a report as I cant pull then in during daytime (KGBX overspread) Late veries in from Cards KNEB poor postal; WKMNA-WFBR (with EKKO stamp too—my 2nd stamp) Letters in from KPZS (on day reception—2 months late) KVLC 2nd replacing poor postal; KATE-KLMX nice; WJCD-WNBC-WORZ-WSPB. That's all for now, must sign off and go to work, earn some more of that awful green stuff that buys the stamps & supplies I need for DXing and keeps the Olds running. (So another Olds owner eh? just traded in my 37 Olds for a 47 with Hydra-Matic Drive, like it swell, thats why not much DX here-Pop.)

STAN MORSSE-RR #3-Bradford, Mass On 11/7 WMQO on F/C at 1 AM; KRBC test 2:08; WOON tone test 2:28; 11/10 KDON at 2:40; KCBD test at 3; As listed only heard to 3:07 tho; WCFC ET 3:56-4:20 announcements on the hour; 11/11 WFRO on ET all AM; 11/13 Heard at 6:30 on 1490 a program that was from the studios of WEOF according to the speaker, hope it was WEOF and not some other station presenting a transcription. WIMX on reg at 1 AM; Hearc what sounded like WQHI at 6:09, no WWSW anyway. WAZL is the clear at 6:58 AM s/on. Veries from WNAW and No 5 from Kansas this season, a fine letter from KLCJ; 11/14 WESOK test at 2:00; WMILs with dancing party at 2:05; KVOC now till 3 daily; WDUN F/C reg monthly program 3:15 AM; KPOA 3:45 with a wrestling match; KWAT F/C 4:00; Veries from WJCD-KSNY-XEQ. XEO says alternite is XEK on 970 kcs; WPAL on F/C 2:30; WLPD at 2:50 F/C and KLUF at 3:45 F/C. (Guess your WEOF were they OK Stan, hrd here over WWSW on many occasions. Hope you get an answer tho, Pop)

JOE BROWNE—23 Howard Ave-Williamsville 21 N Y DX conditions still way below par out here but have managed to pick off a few. WPKE on reg F/C and WRJR with ET on the 17th. WDRD with ET on 16th, KCSJ on reg F/C and KRDO with allnight program on 19th, fair through WEDC at times. WPAL s/off 1570 at 5:30 PM and WAXX doing the same on 1540 kc at 5:45 PM on 20th. Freak air conditions kept the usual top signals on these channels completely blocked out here. Monday morning all set for the Colo frolisc found XMXX air poor as usual. WLOX over WWSW at 2:00 with a F/C; KCHA with 2nd ET on 1580, opens on the 27th; and WVOB with ET's, F/C between 2:45-3:00 using music. Only a few F/C's heard on sked. WBS5 back of WVOP with T. WCHK OK as listed, ditto WBKW. WFOY came on at 4:10 using tone. KOBK as listed and louder than WPAM who followed him. WOPJ heard with tone 3:00-3:15 on 1490. WDSR, 1340 with tone 4:15-4:30. KDKO better thru WEDC on 19th; then when in clear, this morning, barely identified. Organ on 1240 after 4, maybe KUBE but no announcing heard, KVOU heard best of lot. Veries since last rpt are letters from KCOG-WNAW-WJCD-WCLD-WCEN-KWBC-WGGH, all very nice. Typed card from WJMA.
Dave Thomas-Proctorville, Ohio Past 2 years rpted over 90% of specials for NRC-NNRC, added around 200 new stations to log. Some of the better ones verified were CKCW-WLYN-CBO-WSKT-WICY-WKBR-WOTW-WDNE-WTAO-WMOU-WCNX WMUR-WTIN-WMSA-WJOY-WSAV-TV-Radio Menorca Mahon, Baleares (for 1st N.A.- rpt) WVBW (1420 using 250 watts) but going to 1 Kw soon; (1949-50 season) WXRFX-KCWO-CKBL-CJRW-WSRS-WTGW-KBBS-KWRO-KONY-WARS-CFOB-CXOA-JLDP-KOOL and many others on DX specials, some nice ones from RADIO PUNTIANAK (West Bernee)-CW-46 CKPG and CAYENNE, French Guiana. 6 weeks ago, Rev. Jones owner and director of HCJB in Quito was visiting me for evening, and HCJB end WUMS will again have exchange of DX programs in the near future, this time 2 other bcb stations in Ecuador will also be on this DX. An exchange of letters from the Prince of all Lagos and Nigeria, and also the Princess for radio work imximximximx and checking their governmental station there (private), will perhaps result in exchange of signals from NIGERIA and WUMS ... Very anxious to get new WUMS on air, as has been several months building new tile building where I will have both radio and TV, and also line of National receivers and Television sets. So soon as building and all installed, we will be ready for business. Other tentative WUMS DX exchanges will be with CHU, Ceylon, VQF and thru CHU, Canadian Far-north - Yukon and Labrador. Time and dates will be in Wagners column and NNRC if time permits publication. Agree with Frank Gravely 100% regarding member ads is bulletin or space for exchange of equipment. Many of us need things or have things to dispose of, which does not warrant regular advertising, but some of the members may want. For example I wanted to dispose of Howard Preselector with directional loop, advertised in bulletin and Mort Meehan in Calif bought it. (I've been sorry ever since sold it) Wanted Fisher directional loop and bought it and sold Howard-the Howard was far better for my use, so gave the Fisher locy away and have been kicking myself for ever letting the Howard go hi. Right now I have Super Pro that I will exchange for PX-81 (only). Offered even trade on television, but somehow TV and FM does not interest me as yet, I'm still dyed in wood BCB AM DXer and doubt if I ever change. Should any of members want National will try to save them some money, if they are interested. As I will have wholesale supply price will be wholesale and cash only. One interesting comment on NIGERIA DX should it take place, the Princess is collecting bills (currency) and if get the DX and send some bills for her collection, in return she will send a tiger skin purse and tiger skin jacket as a gift. (Sounds like commercial to me hi-from Nigeria) KRDO was the best of Colorado's DX's heard here this morning. KXNO was well heard until s/off 3 AM along with KTHA in Charles City, Iowa and WRJW. All for now may write again in year or so.

Bernie Duffy-68 Watchogue Rd.-Staten Island 14 N.Y. 9 additional stations to my heard log the past week and they are; WMBN-WONE-KASI-WACO-WSOY-WPJW-WIEL-WUJS-WWOP. My logging the past 7 days was thus; 11/15 WPAL FC-230; 11/16 WTWW s/off a late pro at 1:36; WMFN FC at 1:30; KASI FC at 4:15 and asking for rpts; WONE's weekly test at 2AM; WNWG on its new freq of 1400 ending a long test at 4:50; WKAM ET with Marches at 2:45; WSOY FC at 4:30; 11/19 GSHJ offering a 17 jewel wrist watch as a prize to most distant reporter at 2AM; 11/21 WIEL 1450 kc Lexington, Va testing 1:50-2:15; WBEIR FC 2:20; WWMN FC 2:26; WUJS & WWNT 2:30; WWOP's FC 2:50 and WASK FC 3:05; WACA hrd several Ams recently as they s/on behind WAKR at 5:54p Recently arrived veries from WTWW and KVCA advise that the Vermonters tests 1st SUN between 1 and 2 and the Arizonian each 2nd THUR at 4:30 AM EST. WRJW mixmix tested most mornings this week. A high noise level 11/21 precluded me from getting any of the Colorado DXes.

Remember when reporting to stations, let them know you are an NRC member.
NO CALL pest on 960 kc on 11/15 I hrd for over 2 hrs until 4:38 AM. I'd like to see FCC get after those stations & enforce their every 1/2 hr one call rule. Some of those D-stations can be gotten in evenings at s/off like on 11/14 here on 1570 kcs WLOI on top 4:47-4:59 PM s/off to ret at 7:15 AM (Sun/AM s/on is 8AM) then WPTF till 5:15 PM s/off & WPTW then louder s/off 5:16½ PM to ret at 7:15 AM followed by WLRP till 6 PM s/off. XERF eats most of WLOI's FC 11/22 TT/c; WTL 1430 is on till 3AM while WING & WARC are NOT heard every nite, Say SID does KSGB 1270 FC have march music & s/off/c with KC Mo? I've heard em twice with poor call/location as another TT Qrmed. WFX special was poor but KFPO came thru nice. CJBQ 1230 5AM s/off till on EDST. 11/16 WSAZ & WMEN f/c as listed at 2:01(1340) KWFC reg s/off; 11/17 KOTN 1490 TT/c s/off at 3:50 to ret at 6AM while KICM/c was 11/20 WKEU 1450 kc all AM with cheap commercials, WTTTS also with Sat nite program & CHLO 680 till 2 AM also but WAPA was tops till 12:01 s/off in Spanish/engl to ret at 8AM; 11/21 WBR 1240 2:02-2:31 s/off to ret at 5 with f/c; WVOP 1450 ex-WRQN f/c with Van Nostrand 2:30-2:58 off had M; WCKR 1450 TT/c secured at 3:55 but also had reg s/on at 5:25-45-at 3 AM tuned WWY0 970 in Pineville, W Va for new one with ET/M-KOBE f/c was very nice and topped WPAM & WRIA, all 3 had TT-then I pushed a few snowflakes aside & managed KYOU/spi every once in a while and that was only one out of the dozen.

11/22 WHBF 1270 reg till 9:30 to ret at 7:30; WCOM TT/22nd of Mon test WPRO 900 still all AM/ET/g-WCB I 1340 not listed TT/c 4-4:13/off to ret at 6; Say SID WSGN 1340 hrd 11/21 1:10-1:18 TT/c also WOOD/c QrMed by WKLX 1300 1:45-2:15 & WRJW 1320 said last ET till 3AM & CE Tucker will verify all and mentioned Stan morss,Hedley Simmonds letters, CHOK 1170 reg s/off after news to ret at 6:30,plays Ntl/Anth, then 0 Canada.

PAT REILLEY-11 Irvine Pl-Jamestown N Y New verities are WCLD on 1490-WNAW(still waiting for mine Pat) WDXI-WQGH-WTBK-WEAR-WHTN. 11/15 WJMR off f/c 3:05; WHTN 800 off FC for RCA Riverhead at 3:17; Unknown at 3:37-4:40 on 960 kcs with no voice used; WFFAX very poorly here on test and badly QRMEd by WISE on 1230. WITZ on ET 4:05-4:48 on 990; WHRV 1600 on Chest pro all AM,very noisy; 11/16 Unknown TT on 900 3:23; WABI and a TT on 910 at 3:35; KGB on test at 4:18; KASI at 4:21; W Nag on ET most all AM; KSON behind WEDC at 4:55; WGCD came on over WWSW at 5 asking for DX rpts; 11/17 Unknown Spanish station on 1210 with auto race on,mentioned Buenos Aires a lot; WETB at 3:54 on PM test; KICM at 3:57 on FC; WPRO 900 at 4:05; KWDL 1330 on test at 4:10 badly QRMEd by KFAC; WRJW 1320 ET most of AM; Unknown TT on 1300 most of AM; KDNT on FC at 5:05 on top of WWDC and WNOE; Not too noisy; 11/18 Very weak Spanish speaker on 1170 at 3:44; KPRO on most of nite; KMAC on ET 4:03; Unknown TT bothered WPRO at 4:00 on 900 kc; KTLW 920 after 4 until 5 on performance measurement test with KXLY behind them and heard thru WWMD after 4:30; 11/19 My mite off, fell asleep in chair, woke up 5:30, picked up NAP which I needed; 11/20 I didn't enjoy the noise so I quit; 11/21 KSBC 1390-alnite; KRNO 1240 until 4 with no sign of KRDO at all; KRNO in San Bernardino was on a FC; KJWB on FC at 4:02 till WFOY on at 4:10; KNX on test after 4; WRIA-KOBE and WPAM all on 1450 with FC at 4:13 and all announced one after another-noisy and weak one on 1400 after 4:27 in Colorado, call sounded like KS or FLO and noise drowned out name of town got real noisy agter 4:15 here and wet snow falling and 28 degrees.

AL MALEY-7 Wyandotte Ave-Highland Falls N Y. Well boys not much DX and this location isn't the same as on Putman St. No Latin Stations at all and I did get a few US such as KWOY-KWNG-KOSE but nothing from WALE & WDIR & WKOZ along with WKDN-WHBB. Will be leaving Jan 3rd to new location, to San Francisco area, then to the Far East. Yep Uncle Sam felt it was time for me to move after 9 nice years at West Point. So so long for now.
J WARREN ROUTZHAN-231 S West St-York, Penn Past 6 weeks added the following to my log; WDKO-WLIZ-KWEC-WFB-FKVC-WKAX-WYVE-WFEC-WNWA-KPUG-WLIN-WONU-COY-KWCR-WFRO-WKAM-WRFJ-WSPC-WVOP-KRNO-KRDO. Underlined verified, rest standing out. Veries too slow for comfort this season. Last year was the poorest I had on returns and hope this season doesn't get worse. Seems more & more stns are neglecting to verify and I hate that worse than the alnites. At least when a sta is reported I think they should ans a guy for his trouble. KVLC was on their DX with plenty of WMGM but could copy most their program. WKAX tested the same AM; WYVE like local here 4AM; WFEC & WNWA on Nov 6 DX both easy; KSD test ended 4:50; Tried for WlHO at 5 but got only WWSW. 11/13 WKCR copied thru lots of QRMM/KLOY al alnites; Got WFRO during ET; WIBS clear reg 5AM; WRJW on ET; WSPC running alnite too; WTOP on FC 1st WED 4:30-4:45; WLIN-WCNU-WEAR were on FC 2nd THURS as listed; WNYC aux & WIBR were not on as listed. WKAM seemed to have FC 3rd WED 2:40-2:50; DXing really has its moments. 1st 2 wks this season I thought sigs were screwy with some real good and others just the opposite. Finally found my ant and gnd wires were reversed, tnx to the Mrs. This AM all the sigs were down, saw the ant plug in the socket OK but up at set end of the wire was sticking out with a gleam in its eye. Then the DX finally came in. This being the 21st listened to WEDC kiding the DXers about sending them some rpts and very kindly s/off as sked. Immediately then at 3:45-KRDO and KIMO came right thru with KIMO in the lead with F/C: 3:45-4:00; WFOY & others on soon after 4 so I left. KYOU came thru in clear then on 1450. That channel was entirely clear for me part of the AM. Rest of Colo specials were not hrd here. WRJW still on ET; WVOP rested with Van Nost. 2:45-3; WQJW 3-3:10; WDSR FC 4:20-4:30 That was enough sleep lost so back to the sack. Forgot to mention Havana had a station on 1150 all AM. I'm sleepy so Good night.

KERNIT GEARY-Walnutport, Penn All of 7 new veries were rec during past wk, coming from KOFNY-WCD-WDUN-WLIN-WMUG-WOHI-WSFL. All were friendly personal letters. These sta appreciate and invite rpts. WLIN's CR writes that I was the 1st Penn to rpt approximately static and QRM-free reception of their sigs. He says that rpts from PA always seem to have a lot of static and interference, the reason for the latter not being known exactly as he's not had a complete enough rpt on it. He thinks that it might have been someone WGN spilling over from 720. Have no trouble here tho. WMUU the World's Most Unusual University on 1260 is anxious for rpts. Limited number of rpts were sent out due to the fact that reception conditions were not so hot. Went out to 11/16 KCNI testing on 1490 2:53-3:09 thru WWSW; 11/17 WRJW Picayune, Miss 1320 on ET 3:53-4:22; Then I got reckless and sent airmail rpts to LV-10 Mendoza, Arg which was hrd on 1210 4:25-4:38; 11/13 YVMD Radio Mara in Maracaibo, Venez on 1164 kc all AM with spec musical pro. Never expect to hear from either of these S.AS but the unexpected can happen. Incidentally YVMD still announces as 1150 kc; 11/20 WCOJ Coatesville Pa 1420 was hrd on ET 2:20-2:46 s/off. 11/21 KCHA Charles City, Ia 1580 hrd on ET 3:21-3:57. Of all Colo sta they sked the only 2 I needed failed to show up here. KI-3623 & KVRH. Odd on KVRH because KLMR had been hrd good on 1340 during the preceding period. Also noted good sigs from KDRO during WEDC's gracies period on 3:45 while KYOU was rather weak on 1450 kc. KOKO was good on 1400. Don't believe that WILH was on for their test 11/13. That brief tester at 3:30 appeared to be one of the eastern or SE sta.

ROB SPENCER-52 5th St-Woodlawn 19 N Y Only and latest verie rec here was nice picture card of XEG trans Bldg & Saddle mt in background. Leaves only 1 of 15 rpts to be verified to Nov 1st. Election day rpt to WTTM, no luck on the Colo stns so copied WRJW with ET, acknowledged rpts on air & said CE would ans. Hrd Addy mentioned, also WNEX Macon Ga 1400 with TT 2:40-2:50 could be reg 3rd MON. Using a clock(Telechron) to start the radio now to DX
The following information was taken from "Broadcasting" Nov 21st.

NEW CALLS ISSUED

960 WLBY Greenwood, Miss Greenwood Brdg Co 1 KW DAYS
1010 WELS Kinston, N C Commonwealth Brdg Corp 1 KW DAYS
1050 KWRE Sunnyside, Wash Cole E Wylie 250 W DAYS
1340 WRAF Radford, Va. CHANGED FROM WRAH 250 W ULTD
1450 WTBA Brattleboro Vt. Granite State Brdg Co Inc 250 W ULTD

NEW STATIONS GRANTED CPs

690 ---- Prineville, Ore. Radio Central Oregon Inc. 1 KW DAYS
1450 ---- Bessemer, Ala. Bessemer Brdg Co. 250 W ULTD
1460 ---- McAlester, Okla Pittsburg County Brdg Co 1 KW ULTD
1480 ---- Pasadena, Calif Felix H Morals 1 KW DAYS
1490 ---- Auburn, Calif Diamond H Ranch Broadcasters 250 W ULTD

CHANGE OF FREQUENCY AND POWER

1320 WILS Lansing, Mich with 1 KW ULTD from 1430 kcs 500 watts days.

** * * * * *

RAY EDGE-325 Shirley Ave Buffalo 15, N.Y. Well boys not a thing to report, no DX no veries. Have not listened so cant say what was on. Veries still rare and had hoped to get a few back by now. See that some of you have received WNAW back from the DX, mine still coming, nor anything from WPEC on their DX. See that I as usual have missed many new ones hitting the air. However the lack of spirit isnt lacking, just other things are being done. Just a reminder to all you who entered the Domestic Contest. To gain points for a Special it must be remembered that the DX must have been arranged by one of our "NRC" CPC Men and the program MUST BE OF AT LEAST 30 MINUTES IN DURATION, anything of less time WILL NOT BE ELIGIBLE.

Had a swell but too short a visit with Steve Mann a while back. He was in Buffalo on business and we did get together for an hour. Maybe he will be back DXing for Foreign BCB one of these days. Talked about these Spanish speaking stations. Sounds bad because he states that many of them do not answer letters in Spanish despite that it means business for them.

REMEMBER TO THOSE IN OUR FOREIGN CONTEST. The deadline for entries to be listed in the 2nd issue of DX NEWS in December must be at 325 Shirley Ave no later than Wednesday Dec 7th. REMEMBER WED DECEMBER 7th.

** * * * * *

BOB BROWN-721 S. 9th St-Goshen, Ind. The noise level has been very high the last 2-nights. With the RF gain backed half-way down the noise still kept the tuning indicator half-way between the left edge of the green and the edge of the dial(talking about the Scott dial) Was able to hear a little of KVOR, plenty for a rpt but I verified them long ago, but none of the other Colo stations would come thru the mess. Sure was looking forward to that night as I only had KVOR-KIUP verified. Now have 794 veries with 54 rpts out from making it 2 days from 3-1/2 years. Have no record of the delinquents from before and during the war. Have to catch a bus for So Bend in 30 min so better run.

** * * * * *

BY WAY OF DIVERSION ON S.W. by RALPH JOHANNES-- On NOV 29 from 9:30-10:30 PM EST PCJ on 6025-9590 and 11730 kcs will have a world contest with 1003 prizes for KLM-PHILLIPS; They sent me by Air-mail the notice as KLM("utch Airlines) has its 30th anniversary program. The entire information will be given on the program. This notice is a courtesy and was inserted in case any NRC Members wished to devote a little time in the evening and maybe win a worth while prize. signed Ralph Johannes.
560 KMON Great Falls, Mont. FC 3rd Thurs 0315-0330 (French, Kruse)
600 KROD El Paso, Tex. FC TT hrd 3rd Sat 0300-0315 on 11-19 (Frey)
730 WPAL Charleston, S.C. FC 3rd Tues 0230-0240 (Kruse)
740 WBIBS Sunturce, PR. Weekday S/on at 0500 (Kruse)
860 KIFN Phoenix, Ariz. ET hrd till 0400 on 11-23 (Addy, Herz)
860 WERD Atlanta, Ga. ET hrd 0525-0543 on 11-18. Reg S/on 0715 (Rosenbaum)
910 WSBA York, Pa. Tested 0355-0357 on 11-15, wanted reports (Conley)
940 KIOA Des Moines, Ia. Now off of all night sked. (Kruse)
970 KVOS Alexandria, La. Now on all Sunday AM (Rosenbaum)
1130 WDDY Minneapolis, Minn. Hrd 5:40 to 6 PM on 11-18 (Tewell)
1220 WKAM Warsaw, Ind. FC TT hrd 3rd Wed 0248-0258 on 11-16 (Frey)
1240 KRUN San Bernardino, Cal. Spec FC hrd 0345-0400 on 11-21 (Rosenbaum)
1240 KWJB Globe, Ariz. FC TT hrd 0400-0415 on 11-21 (Kruse, Conley) (Conley)
1240 WFOY St. Augustine, Fla. FC TT hrd 0410-0415 on 11-21 (Conley)
1260 WMUO Greenville, S.C. Sunday S/on is at 0700 (Geary)
1290 WKNE Keene, NH. Tested 0301-0315 on 11-16 (Conley)
1320 WTRF Bellaire, O. Weekday S/on is now 0500 (Kruse)
1320 WHOK Lancaster, O. Daily S/on at 0600 with "Spot News" (Rosenbaum)
1340 WRJW Picayune, Miss. ET hrd 11-18, 19 & 21 (French, Reese, Tewell)
1340 KMYR Denver, Colo. On daily till 0350 (Kruse)
1360 WDSR Lake City, Fla. Announced on 11-21 would have DX Tests on Dec 5th & 19th from 0300 to 0500. May S/on late (Rosenbaum)
1390 WJCD Seymour, Ind. Hrd 5 to 5:30 PM S/off on 11-16 (Tewell)
1400 KELD El Dorado, Ark. Is building new plant and will have 1KW on 690 kc about mid-February. (Rosenbaum, Tewell)
1410 KKBN Visalia, Cal. Easily hrd Mon 0245-0300 S/off, Hrd 11-21 (Rosenbaum)
1410 WHHH Warren, O. Is now call of WRN in use yet? (Kruse)
1410 KERN Bakersfield, Cal. In clear Mon 0230-0300 S/off. (Rosenbaum)
1410 WING Dayton, O. On 24 hrd daily except Mon AM (Kruse)
1430 WLAK Lakeland, Fla. In clear daily at 0500 (Rosenbaum)
1450 KWBM Williston, N.D. FC hrd 3rd Mon 0230-0245 on 11-21 (Kruse)
1450 WYNR Beckley, W.Va. TT hrd 0220-0230 on 11-21 (Conley)
1470 WCGC Anderson, Ind. Daily S/on at 0500 with WJOC QRM (Rosenbaum)
1490 WOHI E. Liverpool, O. Has weekly Sunday ET after 0600 due to WWSW's occupancy per WOHI's CE (Kruse) ET hrd 0607-0634 on 11-13. Announced they would be on full time soon. (Geary)
1500 KCHA Charles City, Ia. ET from 11-20 on (Addy, French, Herz, Kruse)
1500 WHLL Wheeling, W.Va. Opening delayed, to test in early Dec. (Rosenbaum)

**ADDITIONAL DX PROGRAMS**

Dec 4 WENY 1230 Elmira, New York 250 NNRC 2:00-2:15
7 WOR 770 New York, New York 50000 NNRC 3:00-4:00
8 WSAW 1370 Rochester, New York 5000 NNRC 12:30-1:00
11 CKOV 650 Kelowna, British Columbia 1000 NNRC 4:00-5:00
12 WCTC 1450 New Brunswick, New Jersey 250 NNRC 5:15-6:45
Also on 98.3 Mc on FM
13 KWCR 1450 Cedar Rapids, Iowa 250 NNRC 2:00-3:00
13 WILM 1450 Wilmington, Delaware 250 NNRC 12:50-12:45
15 WFAX 1220 Falls Church, Virginia 250 NNRC 4:00-5:30
19 WGCN 1450 Gastonia, North Carolina 250 NNRC 3:00-3:30

These specials were received by Eldon Addy after he had finished the front page and he sent them on to me. Looks like everyone is busy writing reports for the 11-21 morning as few items received here. Please note, we do not list results of DX specials here as we feel they belong in the Musings section. We want to keep this section for tips only. ’73’s We